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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Prevalence of tinnitus range from 7.1% to 14.6% (National Center for Health Statistics, 2016), but the mechanisms
responsible for the development of this abnormal sensory state remain poorly understood.
Objectives: To determine the evidence for different etiologies and pathophysiology of tinnitus identified by clinical diagnostic tests
in the adult population.
Study Design: Systematic literature review.
Methods: Review of data base using PRISMA guidelines: Google Scholar, Medline, Springer Link, Pubmed. In addition, manual
reference search of identified papers. Randomized controlled trials, case control study, prospective cohort studies, and retrospective
reviews of consecutive patients in which clear data were reported with respect to etiology and pathophysiology of tinnitus.
Results: Sixty seven articles met the inclusion criteria. The papers searched recent studies from 2004 to 2018 for different etiologies
such as noise exposure, age, ototoxic drugs, hearing loss among patients with tinnitus. Multiple pathophysiology were identified,
including inner ear pathology, auditory nerve synchronisation, central nervous system anomalies and limbic and autonomous nervous
system problems. The group of papers evaluated tinnitus patients with specific diagnostic tests such as pure tone audiometry,
Immitance audiometry, otoacoustic emission, Auditory brainstem response and diagnostic imaging of fMRI, MRI and PET study.
Conclusions: The results indicate a high level of heterogeneity between the studies for all the assessed areas. These results support
the need for greater stratification of the tinnitus population and the importance of a standardized Puretone audiometry with extended
high frequency, OAE, ABR and diagnostic imaging (fMRI, MRI & PET) method to make comparisons between studies possible.
Diagnostic imaging is an important useful method for identification of intracranial pathology that can present with tinnitus as a
primary symptom. Establishment of a direct causal link between tinnitus and these etiologies and pathophysiology remains elusive.
Keywords: Tinnitus; Loudness; Etiology; pathophysiology.
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INTRODUCTION

tinnitus, tinnitus, cochlear tinnitus, neural tinnitus, origin
of tinnitus, neurophysiological and psycho- physical
dimension of tinnitus, origin of tinnitus, cortical tinnitus,
somatosensory tinnitus, neural plasticity changes in
tinnitus patients, epidemiologic studies, risk factors,
cohort, case control, randomized controlled trial or
controlled clinical, etc. Articles were reviewed using a
prior determined selection criterion. Inclusion criteria
included: randomized controlled trials, prospective
cohort studies, retrospective reviews. Exclusion criteria
included: prospective or retrospective study, comments,
practice guidelines, editorials letters, book chapters,
except that references were reviewed11-15. This systemic
review is a humble attempt to identify the origin and
pathophysiology of tinnitus. Accessed 425 publications,
and doted down to 57 original papers and 10 review
papers identifying the latest procedures used to cite
the origin and pathophysiology. Studies were selected
that used PTA, IA, OAE, ABR, ( f MRI ), ( r CBF ), PET,
MEG for investigetion. The review gives importance to
neurophysiological and psycho- physical dimension of
tinnitus. Thus the composition of the processes involved
in tinnitus is included in the review. Journal titles were
independently reviewed, and articles were included if
researcher felt they were relevant. Selected abstracts
were then reviewed using the predetermined inclusion
and exclusion criteria. Articles that were considered
relevant or uncertain relevance were retrieved as full
text articles. The full text papers were reviewed and data
extraction performed independently 16-22.

Tinnitus is the perception of a continuous or intermittent
sound in the absence of external acoustic stimulation1.
According to Bhatt, Lin and Bhattacharyya 2, prevalence of
tinnitus in the United States is approximately 1 in 10 adults.
The overall prevalence of tinnitus was 13.5% in patients
aged below 50 years and 34.4% in patients aged above
67 years. The incidence was 27.8% in Sweden as reported
by (2017) 3. Several risk factors for the development of
tinnitus are noise (19.6%), ototoxicity (16.8%), presbycusis
(16.3%) and increasing age (16.3%) as reported (2014). It
is also possible to have severe tinnitus with no evidence
of any aural pathology. Further, tinnitus sufferers want
to know how their tinnitus is generated and whether it
is curable. However, till date the literature is not able
to fully explain about the pathophysiology of subjective
tinnitus and cannot assure patients about the prognosis
of tinnitus. It is essential to have evidence based on its
underlying aetiology and pathophysiology to treat tinnitus
effectively; once the aetiology and pathophysiology is
known, the disorder can be treated4-6. However, in case
of subjective tinnitus, it is difficult to identify a single
origin of tinnitus. Hence it is difficult to treat it completely
till date. Tinnitus is of interest to audiologists because it
comes under their professional domain and it creates
problems in human health. Therefore, it is necessary
for the audiologists to understand the evidence based
pathophysiology of tinnitus to explain changes of brain
activity in tinnitus patients for better management and
prevention of tinnitus. Review of literature is an integral
part of research7. This involves identification and analysis
of documents containing information related to the
research problem, with the purpose of providing context
for the research and its justification, identifying the areas
which have been already covered as well as the research
gaps. Studied a systematic review to assess the scientific
evidence on the associations between symptoms of
depression and tinnitus. A systematic review of tinnitus
prevalence and severity. However, there is a need to study
how much high-level evidence exists for the aetiology and
complex pathophysiology of tinnitus. To that end, this
article provides a broad-based review of what is presently
known about aetiology, involvement of cochlea, auditory
nerve, auditory cortex and somatosensory systems
in tinnitus patients and its clinical implications. The
summary of fundamental information has relevance to
both clinical and research arenas. The research question
is “Does high level evidence exist to support aetiology
and pathophysiology of tinnitus?” The strength of
present systematic review search examines etiology and
pathophysiology of tinnitus as well as validated measures
to find out aetiology in the auditory pathway8-10.

RESULTS
Out of the 67 studies that met the search criteria, 54 were
research studies, 10 were review studies and 3 case study
report (Figure 1). A descriptive summary including the type
of study, research design, sample size, measurement and
result are provided in Tables 1 and 2. Several combined
objective studies suggest that dysfunction starts in the
cochlea and then a weak imbalance of neural activity is
generated in the central pathway; this is noticed at low
signal level in the auditory systems and being a new signal
it is enhanced by sub-cortical centres, transferred to the
auditory cortex and perceived as an abnormal sound
tinnitus. Longer duration involvement of auditory system
in tinnitus patients affect limbic system and autonomic
nervous system also. Thus this evidence supports
the viewpoint that in longer duration tinnitus there is
involvement of whole brainstem; also that multiple feature
tinnitus are a result of abnormal activity within the central
auditory pathway 23-25. These abnormalities which are due
to abnormal activity in IC, CN, MSOC and brainstem,
lead to changes in tonotopic organisation of auditory
maps. Thus original abnormalities trigger secondary
abnormalities and this could explain why pitch, loudness
and RI of tinnitus change in longer duration tinnitus.
Cochlear-type tinnitus is suggested to result from
aberrant activity generated at the cochlear nerve level.
The outer hair cells regulate the endocochlear potential
that contribute to enhancement of cochlear spontaneous

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A systematic review of the literature was performed
including searches by using PRISMA guidelines the
following electronic data base: Google Scholar, Medline,
Springer Link, Pubmed. The key words were: Causes of
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Figure 1: Systematic literature review using PRISMA guidelines step by step.

were found between the determination of the frequency
of tinnitus made with conventional and high-frequency
audiometers, as well as a correlation between highfrequency tinnitus and distress expressed by patients. 33-35
reported that the frequency is an important factor in tinnitus
group: between 8,000 Hz to 20,000 Hz, with the increases
in frequency, hearing loss also increase. Many studies
have represented tinnitus as a threshold phenomenon
for which any one factor, such as chronic progressive
hearing loss is insufficient to elicit its emergence--two
or more trigger factors (i.e., psychosocial stress, noise
exposure, and somatic factors) can act synergistically to
produce symptomatic tinnitus 36-40.

activity. A reduction in cochlear activity produces tinnitusrelated plastic changes, namely cortical reorganisation,
thalamic neuron hyperpolarisation, facilitation of nonauditory limbic inputs and increase in central gain. These
central changes are associated with abnormal patterns
of spontaneous activity in the auditory pathway, i.e.
hypersynchrony activity. The somatosensory system,
and the limbic and autonomic nervous systems are also
involved in tinnitus generation/manipulation 26-30.
Etiology and Hearing loss: Sensorineural hearing
loss is commonly accompanied with tinnitus. Some
researchers believe that subjective tinnitus cannot exist
without hearing loss (American Tinnitus Association,
2019). Subjective tinnitus has no identified cause other
than hearing loss (ASHA, 2019) even individuals with
tinnitus and normal hearing show a significant hearing
loss at extended higher frequency 10,000 to 20,000 Hz
31
. Reported that there was significant differences of
high frequency threshold between tinnitus ear and nontinnitus ear (P < 0.01); also significant differences of high
frequency threshold between tinnitus ear and non-tinnitus
ear in each group (P < 0.01). 32 suggested that in patients
with unilateral tinnitus, hearing threshold (0.125-8 kHz)
of tinnitus ear and contralateral ear difference was not
statistically significant (P < 0.05), but in extended high
frequency (> 10 kHz) the difference between two ears
was statistically significant (P > 0.05). Shim et al (2009)
reported that patients with tinnitus who have normal
hearing below 8 kHz have decreased hearing ability at
extended high-frequencies at 10 kHz, 12 kHz, 14 kHz,
and 16 kHz. statistically significant differences (p<0.01)

Noise: According to ASHA (2019) loud noise exposure
might cause tinnitus (ASHA, 2019). Population-based
data indicate that excessive noise exposure represents
the second most common cause of tinnitus 41-43 offer a
review of several studies suggested that noise trauma is
the single most unique cause of tinnitus (18%), followed
by head and neck trauma (8%), whereas drugs (most
often salicylate) only account for 2% of known incidents
of tinnitus. Small temporary changes in the outer hair cells
(OHCs) following noise exposure can also trigger the
emergence of tinnitus by increasing the gain of the central
auditory system 44. Noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) is
most prevalent cause of tinnitus 45. Many environmental
factors can cause tinnitus, mostly related to the effect of
noise on the auditory system and subsequent damage
to the microstructures in the cochlea 46-48. According to
American Tinnitus Association 2019, exposure to loud
noises in a single traumatic experience or over time can
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Table 1: Summary of Etiology and Pathphygilogy of Tinnitus studies utilizing a diagnostic algorithm.
Etiology /
pathophysiology

Noise and other
causes

Etiology

Test performed

Results
Loud noises at work (odds ratio, 3.3; 95%
CI, 2.9-3.7) and recreational noise (odds
ratio, 2.6; 95% CI, 2.3-2.9). Years of workrelated noise exposure correlated with
increasing prevalence of tinnitus (r = 0.13;
95% CI, 0.10-0.16).

Bhatt, Lin, &
Bhattacharya (2016)

Cross-sectional
analysis

n= 75 764

Survey
questionnaire,
Tinnitus
questionnaire

Samarei & Fatholahi
(2004)

Cross-sectional

n=184

PTA, OE,
questionnaire

Most common causes of tinnitus were
noise (19.6%), ototoxicity (16.8%) and
presbycusis (16.3%).

ABR, ECOGG,
DPOAE, cochlear
mapping software

Damage to the hair cells has progressive
consequences that are considerably
more widespread than are revealed by
conventional threshold testing. This
primary neurodegeneration should
add to difficulties in hearing in noisy
environments, and could contribute to
tinnitus, commonly associated with inner
ear damage.

Kujawa & Liberman
(2009).

Noreña & Eggermont
(2006)

Hearing loss and
tinnitus

Research design Samples size

López-González et al.,
(2012)

Tang, Ji & Liu (2011)

Experimental
study

Experimental
study

Purposive
sampling

Case control study

Yildirim, Berkiten,
Case control study
Kuzdere & Ugras (2010)

Shargorodsky, Curhan
& Farwell (2010)

Shim et al., (2009)

Cross-sectional
study

case control study

N=128 (mice)

Animal study
(cat)

Noise-induced hearing loss induces
reorganization of the tonotopic
map in  auditory cortex and
increases spontaneous firing rate
and neural synchrony. This is interpreted
as an absence of putative neural signs of
tinnitus.

n=47

PTA with extended
high frequency

Statistically significant differences
reported between the determination
of the frequency of tinnitus made with
conventional and high-frequency
audiometers, as well as a correlation
between high-frequency tinnitus and
distress expressed by patients.

ENT, IA, PTA with
high frequency

In patients with unilateral tinnitus, the
difference in hearing threshold of tinnitus
ear and contralateral ear (0.125 to 8
kHz), was statistically significant, but in
extended high frequency (> 10 kHz),
the difference between two ears was not
statistically significant.

n=200

n=154

There were significant hearing loss related
to age and frequency from 8,000-20,000
Hz of the patients with normal hearing in
250-4,000 Hz frequency range.
PTA, IA, OE, tinnitus
pitch and loudness
The frequency between 8,000 Hz to
matching.
20,000 Hz is an important factor in tinnitus
group. As the frequency increases,
hearing loss increases.

n=14,178

Survey
questionnaire

The significant association between
tinnitus and age (p<.01), (60 to 69
years), smoking (p<.01), hypertension
(p<.01), diabetes mellitus (p<.01)
suggest that vascular disease might
have a greater contribution to the
etiology of tinnitus.

n=510

High frequency
PTA, ABR, tinnitus
pitch & loudness

Patients with tinnitus who have normal
hearing below 8 kHz have decreased
hearing ability at extended highfrequencies at 10 kHz, 12 kHz, 14 kHz,
and 16 kHz.
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Significant differences of HF threshold
between tinnitus ear and non tinnitus ear.

Cochlea

Cai & Tang . (2004)

Case control study

Sindhusake et al.,
(2003)

Cross-sectional
study

Makar, Mukundan and
Case-control study
Gore . (2017)

PTA, IA, tinnitus
Also significant differences of HF
pitch and loudness. threshold between ipsilateral ear (tinnitus
ear) and that of contralateral ear (no
tinnitus ear) in each group.

n=78

n=2145

PTA, TEOAE ,
SOAE

Risk of tinnitus were poorer hearing and
cochlear function, self-reported workrelated noise exposure, and history of
middle ear or sinus infections, severe
neck injury or migraine

n=60

PTA, IA, ABR,
DPOAE, Tinnitus,
pitch and loudness

DPOAE results suggested cochlear
involvement and ABR findings indicate
whole brainstem function is involved
in longer duration & multiple features
tinnitus.

Table 2: Charting the data of systematic review for studies.
Authors
and Year

Title

Methods

Results

Review

Salvi (2014)

Underlying Mechanisms of
Tinnitus: Review & Clinical
Implications

Tinnitus is a pathology involving neuroplastic changes in central
auditory structures that take place when brain is deprived of its
normal input by pathology in the cochlea.

Lockwood ,
Salvi & Burkad (2002)

Tinnitus

Review

Rauschecker, J. P., Leaver, A.
M., & Mühlau, M. (2010).

Tuning Out the Noise: LimbicAuditory Interactions in
Tinnitus

Henry, Roberts, Caspary ,
Theodoroff &

Review

Tinnitus: Characteristics,
Han , Lee, Kim, Lim, &
Shin (2009)

Causes, Mechanisms, and

Review

Treatments

Noreña
(2015)

•

Review

Lanting , De Kleine Neural activity underlying
, Van Dijik (2009)
tinnitus generation: Results
from PET and fMRI

Review

Auditory Brainstem
Responses in
Tinnitus: A Review of Who,
How, and What?

Review

ABR findings suggest that the longer latency and reduced amplitude
of wave I for the tinnitus group with normal hearing compared to
matched controls was the most consistent finding across studies.

Review

Tinnitus stemming from imbalances in the excitatory and inhibitory
inputs to auditory neurons. Such changes occur at multiple levels
of the auditory system and involve a combination of interacting
phenomena that are triggered by loss of normal input from the inner
ear. This loss sets in motion a number of plastic readjustments in the
higher level central auditory system .

•
Milloy, Fournier,
Benoit, Noreña, & Koravand
(2017).

•

Revisiting the Cochlear
and Central Mechanisms
of Tinnitus and Therapeutic
Approaches

Cochlear damage leads to a reorganization of the pathways in the
central auditory system. Reduction in auditory nerve input leads to
disinhibition of the DCN and an increase in spontaneous activity in
the central auditory system, which is experienced as tinnitus.
Loss of input in the lower lesion frequency range in cochlea leads to
an over representation of lesion-edge frequencies, which causes
hyperactivity and possible burst-firing in central auditory pathways,
constituting the initial tinnitus signal. Under normal circumstances,
the tinnitus signal is cancelled out at the level of the thalamus
by an inhibitory feedback loop originating in paralimbic structures,
If the limbic regions are compromised, this ‘‘noise-cancellation’’
mechanism breaks down, and chronic tinnitus results.
Tinnitus generators are theoretically located in the auditory pathway,
and such generators and various mechanisms occurring in the
peripheral auditory system and central auditory system have been
explained in terms of the auditory plasticity theory, the crosstalk
theory, the somatosensory, limbic and autonomic nervous systems.
Cochlear-type tinnitus is suggested to result from aberrant activity
generated at the cochlear nerve level. The outer hair cells regulate
the endocochlear potential that contribute to enhancement of
cochlear spontaneous activity. A reduction in cochlear activity leads
to tinnitus-related plastic changes, namely cortical reorganisation,
thalamic neuron hyperpolarisation, facilitation of non-auditory
inputs and/or increase in central gain. These central changes are
associated with abnormal patterns of spontaneous activity in the
auditory pathway, i.e. hypersynchrony activity.
The neuroimaging methods fMRI and PET measure signals that
presumably reflect the firing rates of multiple neurons and are
assumed to be sensitive to changes in the level of neural activity.

Kaltenbach (2011).

Tinnitus: Models and
mechanisms
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The general trend emerging from the neuroimaging studies, is that
tinnitus in humans may correspond to enhanced neural activity
across several centers of the central auditory system. Non-auditory
areas including the frontal areas, the limbic system and the
cerebellum seems associated with the perception of tinnitus.
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otitis media, meningitis, syphilis, and other infections that
affect hearing Tinnitus is a symptom of medical conditions
such as, metabolic disorders, hypothyroidism, anemia,
autoimmune disorders, lyme disease, fibromyalgia, blood
vessel disorders, high blood pressure, atherosclerosis;
traumatic brain injury caused by concussive shock,
could damage the brain’s auditory processing areas
and generate tinnitus symptoms. Vestibular disorders
such as acoustic neuroma, vestibular schwannoma and
other tumorous growths (American Tinnitus Association,
2019) are associated with tinnitus. Recently ASHA (2019)
reported that Ménière’s disease, migraines, head injury,
drugs or medicines that are toxic could also be linked to
tinnitus. Shargorodsky, reported a significant association
between tinnitus and diabetes mellitus (p<01) suggestive
of vascular disease having a greater contribution to the
cause of tinnitus.

damage the auditory system and result in hearing loss
and sometimes, tinnitus as well.
Age: Any pathologic lesion in the auditory pathway or any
reduction in auditory nerve function due to ageing has
the potential to produce tinnitus 49. Bilateral subjective
tinnitus can be associated with presbycusis 50. The
significant association between tinnitus and old age (60 to
69 years) also suggest that vascular disease might have
a greater contribution to the etiology of tinnitus51. Net
down regulation of functional inhibition may result from
production of plastic maladaptive compensatory changes
due to partial deafferentation of the central auditory
system caused due to aging 52. In old age hearing often
deteriorates, typically starting around the age of 60. This
form of hearing loss tends to be in both ears and involves
the sensory loss of high-frequency sounds. Age-related
hearing loss explains, in part, why tinnitus is so prevalent
among seniors (American Tinnitus Association, 2019).

Somatosensory cause: Several researchers attempted
to study the connection between auditory and
somatosensory system, and reported modification in the
loudness and pitch of tinnitus via somatic maneuvers such
as jaw clenching or tensing their neck muscles both the
firing rates and temporal response patterns to the sound
can be modulated by trigeminal stimulation preceded by
an acoustic stimulus. This bimodal integration is replicated
in neurons of the IC and this receives converging inputs
from both the DCN and somatosensory nuclei. Another
example of somatic tinnitus is that damage to the
muscles, ligaments, or cartilage in the temper mandibular
joint disorder (TMJ), which shares some ligaments and
nerve connections with middle ear. In many scenarios,
fixing the TMJ disorder will alleviate tinnitus symptoms
(American Tinnitus Association, 2019).

Psychological Status: Excessive stress might cause
tinnitus according to ASHA (2019) about 75% of new
cases reporting to tinnitus clinics are related to emotional
stress as the trigger factor. A Study on the risk factors for
developing tinnitus reported in population based studies
including psychological status of the affected individuals,
suggested there are clear association between the
psychological state of the individual and tinnitus; in
particular, the condition is more often experienced
by depressive patients (19% vs. 39.5% of depressive
patients). Tinnitus is more often associated with hearing
disorders (20% vs. 30–37%). These data are based on a
study including over 14,000 respondents with an average
tinnitus prevalence of 25.3% in the individual subgroups
53
. The significant association between tinnitus and
hypertension (p<.01) suggest that vascular disease might
have a greater contribution to the etiology of tinnitus54.
Reported the changes in the levels of neurosteroids in
the central nervous system associated with depression
could be a leading cause of tinnitus. In their conclusion,
American Tinnitus Association (2019) suggested
psychiatric disorders such as depression, anxiety and
stress are trigger factors for tinnitus55.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The pathophysiology of subjective tinnitus is poorly
understood so are the neuroplastic changes in central
auditory structures that take place when brain is deprived
of its normal input by pathology in the cochlea
Cochlear pathophysiology: According to Job58, there
are evidence of cochlear outer hair cell dysfunctions
in participants susceptible to tinnitus due to noise. In
almost all situations OHCs are damaged more than IHCs,
which results in the disinhibition of neurons in the dorsal
cochlear nuclei (DCNs)). Therefore, there will be an area
within organ of corti where OHCs are affected but IHCs
are intact. This would affect coupling between the tectorial
membrane and the basilar membrane, to the extent that
the tectorial membrane might directly impinge upon the
cilia of the IHCs, thus causing them to depolarise. The role
that increased neural activity in the auditory periphery may
have in tinnitus generation can be explained. When OHCs
damage and IHC normal functioning, cells in the dorsal
cochlear nuclei (DCNs) show increased spontaneous
activity because of IHC normal input but decrease OHCs
input. This spontaneous activity is perceived as tinnitus.
The OHCs normally recover within a few days, but this
can be delayed for up to a few months. Therefore, it is

Ototoxicity: Bilateral subjective tinnitus can be associated
with ototoxicity56, side-effect of some oral medications,
such as salicylates, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs, aminoglycoside antibiotics, loop diuretics, and
chemotherapy agents57. Tinnitus is a potential short-lived
side-effect of many prescription medications and if the
patient stops taking the medication, the tinnitus symptoms
typically receded. There are some ototoxic drugs known
to cause more permanent tinnitus symptoms, such
as, non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs),
certain antibiotics, cancer medications, Water pills and
diuretics, Quinine-based medications (American Tinnitus
Association, 2019).
Medical problem: Neurologic causes include head
injury, multiple sclerosis, vestibular schwannoma and
cerebellopontine- angle tumors. Infectious causes include
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hypothesized that tinnitus represents a consequence of
a central gain adaptation mechanism when the auditory
system is confronted with a hearing loss (Two types of
tinnitus have been identified; tonal and complex. Tonal
tinnitus results from discordant dysfunction of OHCs
and IHCs manifesting in a single area, whereas complex
tinnitus results from multiple areas of discordance
(Jastreboff, 2004). However, when patients clearly have
the central type of tinnitus, such as after transaction of
the auditory nerve, the OHC concept is not applicable
and alternative mechanisms need to be considered58.
Auditory and Vestibular Nerve pathophysiology: studied
75 patients age ranging from 20 to 45 years, to evaluate
electrophysiologically the auditory nerve and the auditory
brainstem function of patients with tinnitus and normalhearing thresholds using the auditory brainstem response
(ABR). Abnormal results were found in 43% in at least 1
of the 8 parameters evaluated. Although within normal
limits, the tinnitus group presented with a significant
prolongation of the latencies of wave I, III, and V. The
interpeak I-III, and I-V values were within the normal
limits, whereas the interpeak III-V value was significantly
(p=.003) enlarged in the experimental group. The V/I
amplitude was within normal limits; however, a significant
(p=.004) difference was present between the two groups.
The interaural latency difference of wave V did not show
significant differences. The study suggests even though
most parameters were within normal limits that there are
changes in the central pathways in the tinnitus group.
Schaette and McAlpine (2011) reported tinnitus is
triggered by cochlear damage, however, many tinnitus
patient’s audiogram are normal. They explain, in tinnitus
patients with normal audiogram, ABR show significantly
reduced amplitude of the wave I potential but normal
amplitudes of the more centrally generated wave V. This is
direct evidence of “hidden hearing loss” that manifests as
reduced neural output from the cochlea and consequent
renormalization of neuronal response magnitude within
the brainstem59 included 43 unilateral tinnitus patients
(19 males, 24 females) and 18 control participants with
normal hearing thresholds in their study. The amplitudes
of wave I and V were measured at 90 dB nHL and UCLs
at 500 Hz and 3000 Hz pure tones in each TE and NTE
were assessed. The within-patients comparison between
TEs and NTEs showed no significant differences in wave
I and wave V amplitude but individual data revealed
increased V/I amplitude ratios ( mean± 2 SD) in 3 TEs in
the experimental ears. No significant differences in UCL
at 500 Hz and 3000 Hz between the TEs and NTEs were
found but were lower than that of control group. ABR
results does not represent meaningful evidence, however,
reduced sound level tolerance in both TEs and NTEs
might replicate increased central gain following hidden
synaptopathy that was subsequently balanced between
the ears by lateral olivocochlear efferents. Conducted
a study with twenty six participants the aim to evaluate
existence of any association between tinnitus loudness/
onset duration and audiological profile to explain
differences in prognosis. The significant differences

were found in extended high frequency for pure-tone
audiometry hearing thresholds and tinnitus loudness/
onset duration into tinnitus and nontinnitus ears. These
are associated with an increase in tinnitus loudness
and its onset duration. Nerve compression may cause
artificial synapses to be formed between nerve fibres of
the cochlear and vestibular nerve (crosstalk), this may
occur when auditory nerve fibers are intact and some
other cranial nerves are damaged. This may result in the
phase-locking of the spontaneous activity of groups of
auditory neurons. The breakdown of the myelin insulation
of the nerve fibers may further enhance coupling. In the
absence of any external sounds, it creates a neural pattern
that resembles the patterns evoked by actual sounds.
These cranial nerves are sensitive to compression at
the root entry zone, where they are covered by myelin.
This notion is applied to the cochlear-vestibular nerve,
which is myelinated, and is vulnerable to compression
from blood vessels or tumors impinging upon the nerve
(e.g., vestibular schwannoma). This might lead to tinnitus
if synchronization of the stochastic firing in the cochlear
nerve is perceived as sound, as well as to cross talk
synapses and tinnitus development, a process seen with
vestibular schwannoma or neurovascular conflict 60.
Dorsal Cochlear Nucleus pathophysiology: The Dorsal
Cochlear Nucleus (DCN) has been implicated as a
possible site for the generation of tinnitus-related signals
owing to its tendency to become hyperactive following
exposure to tinnitus-inducing agents such as intense
sound and cisplatin. However, OHC damage triggers
plastic readjustments in the DCN, resulting in DCN fusiform
cells become spontaneously hyperactive
a reduction
in auditory nerve input leads to elevated DCN fusiform
output that act as a trigger for tinnitus-related neural
activity rostral to the cochlear nucleus and an increase in
spontaneous activity in the central auditory system, which
manifests as tinnitus. This mechanism could explain the
temporary ringing sensation that can follow exposure to
loud sound the plastic readjustments in the dorsal cochlear
nucleolus are slow and lead to tinnitus with a delayed
onset. IHC damage prevents hyperactivity in the DCN,
damage to the cochlea enhances neural activity in the
central auditory pathway. Auditory plasticity emerges as a
consequence of the aberrant pathway, and tinnitus might
be considered as an auditory system analog to phantom
limb sensations in amputees studied auditory nerve and
brainstem function in response to sound assessed via
auditory brainstem responses (ABR) in humans with and
without tinnitus. Tinnitus participants showed reduced
wave I amplitude but enhanced wave V suggestive of
reduced auditory nerve activity and elevated input to the
inferior follicular, compared with non-tinnitus participants.
It was concluded that the elevated III/I and V/I amplitude
ratios in tinnitus participants reflect disproportionately
high activity in the spherical bushy cells (SBC) pathway
for a given amount of peripheral input. The results imply a
role for the VCN in tinnitus and suggest the SBC pathway
as a target for tinnitus treatment.
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by association with periods of stress and anxiety, tinnitus
might lead to high levels of anxiety, resulting in enhanced
activity in the limbic and autonomic nervous systems. In
such situations, tinnitus emerges as a clinically significant
problem. Long time noise exposure might bring about
changes in the central auditory system as well as affect
limbic regions such as the amygdala and hippocampus.
The amygdala plays a central role to modulate auditory
cortex plasticity. Tinnitus, typically induced by hearing
loss, is often associated with emotional stress, depression
and anatomical changes of the hippocampus. Therefore,
the limbic system might play a major role in the generation
as well as the suppression of tinnitus, functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) also revealed moderate
hyperactivity in the primary and posterior auditory cortices
and limbic networks in patients with tinnitus. The greatest
degree of hyperactivity observed in these areas more
specifically to sounds frequency-matched to patients’
tinnitus. On the other hand, few complementary structural
differences were also identified in prefrontal cortex and
other limbic structure. However, a strong positive corelation is also evident between two limbic regions,
primary auditory cortex and tinnitus which revealed
auditory limbic interaction

Auditory cortex pathophysiology: it reported that
tinnitus might be generated in the temporal lobe in the
auditory association cortex and inferior colliculus on
low-frequency fluctuations of fMRI confirms that chronic
tinnitus patients have aberrant significant increased
spontaneous neuronal activity within the right middle
temporal gyrus (MTG), right superior frontal gyrus (SFG)
and right angular gyrus. On the other hand, decreased
spontaneous neuronal activity was detected in the
right middle occipital gyrus and bilateral thalamus. The
tinnitus duration (longer vs shorter) correlated positively
with higher spontaneous neuronal activity
values in
right superior frontal gyrus (SFG). Using magnetic
source imaging test (MRI), a marked shift of the auditory
cortical representation of the tinnitus frequency into an
area adjacent to the expected tonotopic location was
observed. Also a strong positive correlation was found
between the subjective loudness of the tinnitus and the
amount of cortical reorganization (r = 0.82, p< 0.01).
Another reported that frequency region corresponding to
the tinnitus pitch is known to be abnormally represented
in auditory cortex. This appears to be correlated with the
perceived loudness of tinnitus but not with the amount of
hearing loss, which is the primary determinant of changes
in tonotopic maps these results strongly demonstrate that
tinnitus is related to plastic alterations in auditory cortex.

DISCUSSION
It appears that etiology of tinnitus is linked to several
factors including hearing loss ,noise, age, psychological
status, ototoxicity, medical problem such as vestibular
schwanoma, multiple sclerosis, somatosensory damage.
The pathophysiology of tinnitus is associated with
cochlea, auditory and vestibular nerve, dorsal cochlear
neucleus, auditory cortex , pathology in limbic and
autonomous nervous system. This systematic review
is an attempt to find evidence to support these causes
and pathophysiology for further tinnitus management.
The studies reported differ based on sample size, study
design, selection of control and experimental group,
methodology, and instruments used. The authors explore
the differences in studies to explain how evidence is
stronger to accept the different causes and pathology
underlying tinnitus generation and that influence it.
According to, systematic reviews formulate research
questions that are broad in scope, and identify and
synthesize studies that directly relate to the systematic
review question. It uses PRISMA guidelines to collect
secondary data, and combine findings qualitatively or
quantitatively. Systematic review studies can be rejected
based on research methodology and adequate sample
size is important in an effective studys otherwise, small
sample sizes may limit generalization of the findings. In
this systemaic review, sample size was wide ranging:
Twelve studies had between 9 to 50 participants, three
studies had 50 to 100 participants, three studies had
150 to 450, and one study had 14178 participants while
only one study had 75764 participants. Randomized
control trial (RCT), meta-analysis, cohort study, case
control study, case series are important for evaluation
of clinical findings. There were only three randomized

Somatosensory pathophysiology: the activity of the
Dorsal Cochlear Nucleus (DCN) is also influenced by
stimulation of nonauditory structures. However, the
somatosensory system is the only nonauditory sensory
system that appears to be related to tinnitus (e.g.,
temporomandibular-joint). Somatic tinnitus can develop
from activation of underlying oto-somatic interaction
(Levin, 2004) and is caused by disinhibition of the
ipsilateral DCN; this is mediated by nerve fibers whose
cell bodies lie in the ipsilateral medullary somatosensory
nuclei. These neurons receive inputs from the nearby
trigeminal tract, the facial, vagal, and glossopharyngeal
nerve fibers innervating the middle and external ears.
Thus activity of the DCN is influenced by stimulation of
somatosensory system (nonauditory structures) that has
been also implicated in development of tinnitus. There is
a correlation with limbic structures that has been clearly
documented with anxiety, depression and negative
psychological state and increased tinnitus 61 The ability
of some individuals to modulate tinnitus by performing
voluntary somatosensory or motor actions (forceful
head and neck contractions) is probably attributable to
somato-sensory-auditory interactions within the central
nervous system of these patients which account for
somatic modulation of tinnitus of Pathophysiology of
limbic and autonomic nervous systems: Involvement of
limbic and autonomic nervous system could explain why
some people suffer from tinnitus while others do not.
Approxmately 80% of tinnitus patients for the first time do
not associate the sound with any negative meaning and
experience spontaneous habituation. However, if the first
perception of tinnitus induces high levels of annoyance
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surgery. MRI scanning of the internal auditory canal and
cerebellopontine angle is required in patients suffering
from tinnitus where the cause cannot be identified by
case history or physical examination in order to rule out
cases of vestibular schwannoma. Evidence suggests
that tinnitus involves neuroplastic changes in central
auditory structures which takes place when the brain is
deprived of its normal input due to cochlear pathology.
Cochlear pathology may not be identified in audiograms
in some cases but can be detected with the help of OAE
or ABR measures. Neural changes may occur at the level
of synapses between inner hair cells and the auditory
nerve or at in any level of the central auditory pathway.
Presence of tinnitus for a very long time/duration usually
is the results of functioning of complex network structure
including central auditory and non-auditory system.

control trials, two experimental studies, twelve cross
section analytic trials and five case control studies. In this
review, the most widely used tests for finding aetiology
and pathophysiology were PTA, IA, SRT, SDS, TEOAE,
DPOAE,ABR, MLR, TEN, fMRI, MRI, PET, 40HzASSR,
MEG, 148 channel magnetometer (4D- neuroimaging)
rTMS, PET and tinnitus pitch and loudness measurement.
Therefore, based on these findings it can be drawn that
a reduction in cochlear activity due to aetiology such as
noise, age and hearing loss, leads to changes the neural
activity across several areas of the central auditory system
and non-auditory canters including limbic system and the
cerebellum associated with the perception of tinnitus.
Thus for assessment of tinnitus PTA, IA, OAE, ABR, fMRI
and PET tests are required. In a systematic review, level
of evidence is an important parameter to explore strength
of the study. It was possible to rate level of evidence for 30
studies in this systematic review. To interpret the level of
evidence, guidelines developed by Ackley, Swan, Ladwig,
and Tucker (2008) were used. It is clear that only three
studies have level-I- meta analysis of randomised control
trial, 25 studies have level III- well-designed controlled
trials and three studies have level-IV- well-designed
case-control or cohort studies to find out the aetiology
and pathophysiology of tinnitus. Also these findings
suggest that multidisciplinary professionals such as ENT,
audiologist, radiologist and psychologist are required
for a combined approach for better tinnitus assessment
in future. It is possible to bring out standard normative
clinical practice guidelines for tinnitus assessment based
on systematic reviews of more RCTs of good quality that
have similar results. This systematic review explores the
many etiologic causes of tinnitus that have been proposed;
but for the majority of patients with tinnitus, the etiology
remains idiopathic. An extensive range of disorders can
cause damage to the auditory system, potentially leading
to the development of tinnitus. The major causative
factors are: 1) viral infection; 2) vascular impairment; 3)
immune-mediated mechanisms; 4) inner ear abnormality;
and (5) CNS abnormalities, including tumors, trauma,
hemorrhage, infarction, and other pathologies. The most
common suspected etiologies of tinnitus in adult patients
is idiopathic (71.0%), infections (12.8%), otologic disease
(4.7%), trauma (4.2%), vascular or hematologic (2.8%),
neoplastic (2.3%), and other causes (2.2%) as potential
suspected etiologies. Multiple pathophysiology were
identified, including OHC and IHC pathology, auditory
nerve synchronisation central nervous system anomalies
and limbic and autonomous nervous system (problems.
Establishment of a direct causal link between tinnitus
and these etiologies remains elusive. Diagnostic imaging
(fMRI, PET) is a useful method for identification of
temporal bone or intracranial pathology that can present
with tinnitus as a primary symptom.
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